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• Founded in 1857

• The Call was an open letter to the education associations of 
every state to replicate their associations at the national level.

• ……who are willing to unite in a general effort to promote the 
general welfare of our country by concentrating the wisdom and 
power of numerous minds, and distributing among all the 
accumulated experiences of all….

History of the NEA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Founded in 1857 as the National Teachers Association. Today, the NEA is referred to as a teachers’ union and it is associated with teachers on strike (there was just one in LA), strong advocacy for teachers’ rights, and it is a victim of a concentrated attack by right wing forces who seek to undermine public education and use its union status as a weapon in that fight. It was not always this way. For an organization that spent a significant amount of time defending its members’ needs, it didn’t just fall short of how strongly fought for members, it actively sought to undermine those who did fight strongly for the rights of teachers. And gender played a key role in the dynamics of power that kept teachers and the Association from unionizing. I’m going to talk about how the NEA was a vehicle for undermining teachers’ collectivization and what led to that change. 
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In early American history, teaching was a profession thought only fit for men. After the Civil War, as public education grew in popularity, school districts needed to hire more teachers. School administrators realized that hiring women teachers allowed them to fill these positions for less money. Over time, the majority of teachers became women.
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In 1870, NTA merges with Dept of Superintendents and becomes the NEA. It’s unknown how the National Teachers Association would have evolved had they been kept as a teacher’s association. But the inclusion of Administrators ensured that the NEA’s future would be more of a professional association rather than an advocate for improving teachers conditions, much like the American Bar Association is today.By 1866, women could be NEA/NTA members but they weren’t allowed to speak at conferences and they weren’t allowed to vote on elected offices. That would change in 1900.The conditions under which teachers worked at the time deserve consideration. Women as teachers were paid less for the same work as men. The arguments at the time may sound familiar - men need to support their families, and if they’re paid the same as women it will be humiliating.Additionally, teachers served at the whim of school boards and administrators in many places. Teachers could be and were fired for getting pregnant, for getting married, for achieving a certain level of seniority and thus salary, for being suspected of holding the wrong views, or simply for backing the wrong candidate in a school board election.
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The NEA’s governing body was the annual meeting of members. By the rules, anyone who traveled to the meeting was allowed to vote on resolutions, candidates for elected offices, etc.Not long after women are given a voice in the Association at the turn of the century, we see an internal push for change.
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In 1904, Margaret Haley gives a speech at the Annual Meeting. She makes the argument that teachers should organize, reasoning was that what is good teachers is good for students, and that leaving teachers’ welfare in the hands of management would never result in adequate support for teachers’ welfare.
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In 1910, Ella Flagg Young becomes President. She was an administrator not a teacher, but she was a woman, the first woman president of the NEA, and her election resulted in an immediate blowback from the men used to running the Association.She claimed that there was money missing from an account that the secretary had been in charge of. The secretary countered that there was no need to investigate his finances and he would not submit to an audit.Meanwhile, there is an attempt to discredit her. A claim is made that she won her position only due to illegal voting. She, in turn, refused to acknowledge these allegations, claiming no teacher would ever disgrace their profession by illegally voting.The long term effect of her presidency is not clear, and she does not appear to have undertaken any special initiatives to support teachers’ welfare or their right to organize, but the reaction to her time in office offers a glimpse into the gender politics of the Association at the time.
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This episode in the Proceedings of the Annual Meeting perfectly captures how administrators controlled the Association even when members as teachers could vote. Grace Strachan was a leading national advocate for equal pay for equal work for women (recall what I said earlier about women being paid less for the same work). In 1912, someone named Miss Blake at the Representative Assembly proposes her for the position of president of the NEA. The election is an open show of hands. As I mentioned earlier, teachers often served at the will of Superintendents. The proposer knows that any teacher who votes for the radical Strachan faces retribution from her supervisor if her vote is seen. Since school districts would be sitting together it would impossible for her vote to go unnoticed. The proposed solution is a secret ballot. So the chair recognizes this and offers to hold an open vote to see if there should be a secret vote. Of course, the open vote fails and Miss Blake acknowledges why. The question is simply dropped after this.Because of these demands, and what some saw as the Association giving in to them too easily, the Dept of Superintendents considers seceding in 1916.
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Instead of the administrators seceding the NEA is reorganized. In 1920, a new constitution is written that redefines how the Association would be governed through the Annual Meeting. Rather than allowing any member who attends the meeting to vote, only select representatives from each member state association have the power to vote in elected officials. The state education associations were effectively controlled by the administrators, allowing them to send trusted representatives to the new Representative Assembly. This now meant that the administrators could control who made it into office.Before this change, the progressive members were able to get the Association to endorse women’s suffrage, which they first did in 1914.
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In 1916, as the NEA is facing this internal battle, the American Federation of Teachers is formed. Unlike the ‘professional association’ NEA, the AFT is as a teachers union from the beginning, and affiliated with the AFL-CIO. What would follow for the next 50 years was a philosophical between two education associations about who would better represent teachers.From 1920 until the late 1950s the NEA mostly won this battle. NEA capitalized on post WWI anti union sentiment to serve as an alternative to AFT style unionism.It’s not fair to say they weren’t progressive at all. They supported the New Deal, they supported a woman’s right to vote, they supported equal pay for equal work throughout the 1930s, and as early as 1926 they worked with national Black organizations to draw attention to the inequities in education for African Americans. 
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But when it came to strongly fighting for teachers’ welfare they were influenced by school administrators desire to keep budgets down by keeping staff salaries low.
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A split develops in the NEA where many departments, especially Research, consistently made the case for better pay and working conditions for teachers as well as calling attention to the disparity in pay between men and women teachers, while the organization actively undermined those who fought too vigorously for improving teachers working conditions Their advocacy was professional in nature, primarily publishing salary data as a way of calling attention to a need for better pay, although nowhere does the NEA literature suggest a power differential between teachers and administrators. It is worth noting that teacher salary data was gathered to support administrators in making the case for increased funding in their district. It also helped administrators know how little they could pay.
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During the Great Depression, teachers and administrators were united in preserving public education spending against anti-tax advocates, which helped suppress radicalism among teacher ranks.
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While union membership numbers were in decline in the early 1930s, that would change with the 1934 general strikes in Minneapolis and San Francisco. The very next year, the National Labor Relations Act was passed, protecting workers rights to organize and bargain collectively.The NLRA excluded public sector workers. This allowed the NEA to continue to play its spoiler role as the “alternative” to teacher unions.Nevertheless, AFT recruiting went into high gear during the depression and while NEA membership was stagnant and even declined during the decade, AFT membership grew. During the early 1930s, NEA membership rate of gain lost ground to the AFT, though in total members they still far outstripped the “union”.
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But the NEA and its affiliates didn’t just offer an “alternative” to unionism, they actively sought to undermine it.Here is one example of how they did this. In 1927, Seattle teachers tried to form an AFT affiliate. The school board responded with yellow dog contracts. This a contract that an employee must sign affirming that they are not affiliated with any labor union.When Seattle teachers managed to get people sympathetic to their cause elected to the school board, the Seattle School Superintendent threatened to resign if the yellow dog contracts were removed.



Yellow Dog Contract

• The above addressed teacher, by signing a copy hereof, 
covenants that such teacher is not a member of the 
American Federation of Teachers, Oklahoma Federation 
Union no. 767, or a member of any teachers labor union 
or other organization covered by Rule 23 of Article VI of 
the Rules and Regulations of the Board of Education….
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I don’t have any examples of the Seattle yellow dog contract, but here is the relevant text in one from Oklahoma. The original was in too poor of shape to display.While this isn’t the NEA creating these contracts, it is administrators working within state education associations who are, and they are still running the show at NEA. And the contracts left teachers with one option: join the NEA affiliate.The NEA even made the case that teachers should only be hired if they have joined a “professional association” like the NEA or any of its affiliates.
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The NEA used other methods to undermine unionism among teachers. Examples include support for right to work laws and making the case that public sector employees should not have the same rights to collectivize that private sector workers do.
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Between 1920 and 1970, the NEA did some good work on behalf of teacher welfare. During the 1920s and 1930s, there was a fivefold increase in state tenure laws for K-12 teachers, but salaries remained woefully low. 
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The advocates for teachers didn’t give up. In 1959 the first state law allowing public employees to bargain collectively was passed in Wisconsin.  AFT membership had been steadily growing for twenty years before that, nearly doubling between 1940 and 1960. But after that 1959 law, it would double again in only five years.
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And now to talk about the effect that embracing bargaining had on teachers.States with high AFT membership tended to be on the higher end of the salary scale. Tiny Rhode Island had the largest AFT membership by % of its teachers in the country, and was second in the nation in average salary in the late 1950s, far above its New England neighbors.In the decade between 1956 and 1966, the average US teacher salary increased by about 50%. In the decade between 1966 and 1976, when the NEA embraced unionism and the AFT rapidly grew, average US teacher salaries almost doubled.Teachers around the country saw this. 
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NEA knows how they are perceived and begins to worry that they will lose out if they don’t become stronger advocates for teachers.
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So NEA began inventing ways to compete while still maintaining their facade as a professional association. Rather than strikes, they supported ‘sanctions’ of state school systems that did not do enough to support teachers’ welfare. Educators are told it is unethical to work for a sanctioned state, such as this example from 1965 in Oklahoma. I don’t know how effective this strategy was, but it didn’t last long so I suppose it was not successful.
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Just as the inherent conservatism of the state education associations allowed the Association to nip the emerging radicalism of the nineteen-teens in the bud, in the late 1960s the state education associations became the breeding ground for what would become a union takeover of the NEA. Beginning in places like Michigan and Wisconsin, state education associations were slowly ‘taken over’ by pro-collective bargaining advocates. This would lead the NEA to rewrite its own constitution so that teachers as members would have far more influence than they used to.



Why Does This Matter?

• The same rhetoric about teachers as “dedicated professionals” 
can be seen today as the anti-labor movement seeks to take 
down public-sector unions.

• Do archivists face the same rhetoric about being “dedicated 
professionals”?
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